THIS WEEK...
- We look at the
Top 5 games of
the week!
- Catch up with
all the sports
news!
- See some new
movie reviews
- Read about
some wierd
sports!
- Just got an
iPhone? Check
out our Top 5
Random Apps!
- Read our interviews with Taylah
Simpson & Paul
Licata
- See some
upcoming events
@ The Lakes!
AND MORE!

Technology Review
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On October 23, 2001, the iPod became the world’s #1
portable music player. On June 29th, 2007, the iPhone
became the world’s most wanted Smartphone. But on
April 3rd 2010, the newsest and ‘largest’ piece of Apple
technolgy was released. The iPad is basicaly a large iPod
or Mini Mac. It has all the basic apps that the iPhone has
(like Safari, Calendar, Notes, Maps, etc) but they have
been optimised to utilise the iPad’s 9.7” (25 cm) touch
screen. All the apps that are availble on the iPhone &
iPod Touch can be used on the iPad, however it will not
stretch to fit the iPad Screen. Instead, it will appear as it
would on the iPhone.

				
Connectivity
				
The iPad can connect to both WiFi & 3G Internet. The 3G
Model contains a GPS inside where the WiFi model has a digital compass inside. The back
of the Wi-Fi model iPad is made of aluminum with black plastic buttons. The 3G model
(like the iPod Touch & iPhone) has a black spot at the top which is an antenna for the
internet.
Audio and output
The iPad features dual speakers which provides mono sound. The iPad also features a
built-in microphone which can be used for apps like Shazam.

Lakes News By Tyler Patrick & Aliesha Perotta
At the lakes office we would like to welcome, the new office lady Lorraine.
A little bit about Lorraine:
Started working at the lakes last Monday, she defiantly wants to stay; she has five
cats lives in mill park and has a 19 year old son. She is nice and friendly and is really
enjoying being at the lakes school. She also has done other reception work in other
places too. She likes meeting new people.
WELCOME TO THE LAKES P-9 SCHOOL……
By Tyler Patrick & Aliesha Perrota
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Football
RICH 59
STK 97

WCE 98
GEEL 122

CARL 101
MELB 60

SYD 89
ESS 80

ADEL 105
FRE 82

CARL 105
WCE 76

NMFC 90
BL 89

HAW 74
PORT 63

Injuries
Nathan Foley is set to miss at least one
more week as he struggles with is ankle
Fixture Round 11 injury. Foley has played four matches this
NMFC v CARL
session after missing the first four with an
HAW v ADEL
ankle injury.

By Matt Tabain

ESS v GEEL
PORT v SYD
RICH v WCE
WB v BL
FRE v STK
MELB v COLL

COLL 113
WB 103

Stats Top 3

Disposals
Gary Ablett 335
Paul Chapman 329
Dane Swan 126

Marks
Brian Blake 102
Sam Gilbert 95
Jordan Russel 87

Goals
Matthew Pavlich 39
Brendan Fevola 39
Barry Hall 37

Would You Rather?
By Tyler Patrick & Aliesha Perotta

ZAC:
Q:
Eat a banana off the floor OR
eat compost!
A:
The banana

DI:
Q:
A:

Eat a worm OR a sock!
The worm

STEPH:
JAN:
Q:
Eat a live turkey OR a rock!
Q:
Wear the same clothes for a
The live turkey
year OR not have a shower for A:
a year!
A:
The same clothes for a year
HEATH:
Q:
Eat a bowl full of your scabs
OR eat your own vomit!
A:
The scabs
BONNIE:
Q:
Eat vomit OR a sheep’s brain!
A:
The vomit

PERIO:
Q:
Have five extra fingers OR no
toes!
A:
The five extra fingers

Gen Z - Partying
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Parties have become a popular thing over the past 10 years. Some most notable parties include Corey Worthington’s.
Underage parties are when certain things that aren’t allowed for teens are allowed e.g drinking.
Corey Worthington in 2008 made headlines when he has a massive underage party. At 16 he threw a party at his home when his
parents were away. The mess left include bottles and they also damaged property. Over 500 teenagers turned up to the party. He
is also mainly famous for his yellow sunglasses. Since the party he appeared in Big Brother 2008 where he stayed in the house as
a guest. In 2010 he went to court for smashing he’s former mates car.You either hate him like him do you?
If you have any thoughts put them in the suggestion box outside the
year 7 office.
By Hayley Conron & Jayme Clarence

Profiles
NAME:
D.O.B: 		
GENERATION:
NATIONALITY:
HOBBY:

Jayme Clarence
21/11/1995
Y
Australian
Dancing

If you were stranded on an Island and you can only take 3 things, what would they be?
Food because I would get hungry, my phone so I can text and my hair bush to bush my hair.
If you were an animal what animal would you be?
A tiger so I can roar.
If you could be president of one country, which country would it be and why?
India because I have never been there.
What is your favourite thing to do outside of school?
Dance
If you could change one thing about you what would you change?
My teeth because their crooked and ugly.
What is the weirdest thing about you?
I get hypo over iced coffee and skittles.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NAME:
Bill Panas
GENERATION: X
NATIONALITY: Australian
HOBBY:
Tennis, motor sports, St Kilda Football club, Soccerroos.
If you were stranded on an Island and you can only take 3 things, what would they be?
A good book to read, a hat to wear on my bold head and a main to cook.
If you were an animal what animal would you be?
A champion race horse because they get pampered.
If you could be president of one country, which country would it be and why?
Greece my mummy says that I should be the king of Mykinous.
What is your favourite thing to do outside of school?
Go to the footy or any major sporting events.
If you could change one thing about you what would you change?
Surely that question doesn’t apply to me
What is the weirdest thing about you?
I hang glide and drive race cars.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Top 5 Movies By Liam Philp

This Week’s Number Ones by Zachary Bowen
#1 ALBUM
#1 SINGLE
GLEE: THE MUSIC
OMG
(VOL 3)
by Usher
by The Glee Cast

Top 6 Sequels By Nicholas Darling-Filby & Paul Licata
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Left 4 Dead
A mysterious infection of unknown origin has overrun an entire continent. With the infection spreading and areas that have
stopped the virus from spreading into the towns have now been overrun. What will you do? Stand and fight, or cower in the
corner and wait for rescue and pray that you don’t turn into the zombies. This game is scary, gory and well, downright palms
sweatingly excellent. Teamwork is key if you want to survive the zombie apocalypse. Each campaign has 5 maps and the finale,
which is the survivor’s attempt to escape, is fast paced and have to watch out for your team mates’ health and also watch your
health. With only four campaigns the finale makes up for it all.							
9.5/10
Left 4 Dead 2
The sequel to Left 4 Dead, with new survivor’s, infected, weapons, health items and extra 2 campaigns. One is a DLC which
features the survivors for L4D which is on sale on the Xbox Live Arcade. Taking place the same time as left 4 dead the infection
has now taken over the southern part of America.You now make your way to New Orleans. But with one small problem. The
military are going to blow up bridges to contain the infection and cover their retreat. Now you have a new objective. Cross the
bridge and get to the military helicopter before the bridge is blown up and you are stranded. Getting there won’t be easy but you
must try before you die.											
9/10
Just Cause
With destructible environments this game is sure to be you’re favourite game even if you don’t like destroying the environment
around you.You play as Rico Rodriguez, on a mission to overthrow San Esperito’s dictator, Salvador Mendoza, who may be in possession of weapons of mass destruction. Guerrilla style.You must destroy objects, cause mayhem and just destroy everything you
can. Once you do that then you can go on missions to find and kill Salvador Mendoza and let peace come back to San Esperito.
													
8.5/10
Just Cause 2
Rico’s back with all of the same elements from the first game. The game takes place in the South-East Asian island of Panau. Formerly a US ally, Panau is taken over by Baby Panay, who institutes a harsh, oppressive dictatorship and cuts off all ties to the US.
Rico’s mission is to oust Panay from office, as well as track down and assassinate Tom Sheldon, who the Agency fears has gone
rogue after disappearing during the regime change. In order to find Sheldon, Rico allies himself with the three dominant criminal
gangs on the island: the Roaches, the Reapers, and the Ular Boys. He eventually gathers enough information to track down Sheldon, who reveals that he’s been investigating a larger conspiracy behind Panau. He tells Rico to continue causing chaos on Panau
while he goes to explain the situation to the Agency.								
9/10
Saints Row
After being shot and left 4 dead, the gang, the 3rd street saints, help you get back on your feet and tell you to meet them at the
nearby church. Once there you are now part of the 3rd street saints and their mission is to take back Stillwater from the 3 major
rival gangs, The West Side Rollers, Los Carnales and the Vice Kings. Soon it becomes every gang for itself in an all out turf war.
LET’S TAKE BACK THE ROW!!!! 					
				
8/10
Saints Row 2
Taking place 5 years after the events of Saints Row, you wake up in prison and are trying to find a way to escape. Once you do,
you find that the clothing company, Ultor, have stepped in and had picked up all the pieces from the yacht explosion. After getting
the 3rd Street Saints back together, you are the leader of the saints, and are going to take down the 3 gangs that have taken over
Stillwater: The Brotherhood, The Sons Of Samedi and the Ronin. Each you must take down to get Stillwater back under Saints
control.													
9.5/10

Top 5 iTunes Apps By Liam Philp & Nicholas Darling-Filby
iSniper is a shooting game that you control by tilting the screen in different directions, it can be pretty hectic when
there are 10 targets and they are all shooting at you!
Tap studio is a spinoff of the tap tap series.You can make your very own tap tap songs with songs from you’re library
and when you’re finished you can try and complete them.
Uno is an app where you play the original card game.You can play against computer players or other people over
wi-fi.
Labyrinth two is a lot better than the last one. The different obstacles like cannons and magnets make the game a lot
more enjoyable and exiting.
Ragdoll blaster is not unlike Ragdoll Blaster 2 the only main difference is the picture quality and the animations.

FUN

Fred Basset

by Alex Graham
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